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1. One of the most important places in the world where human ancestors lived.

a) Pakruliaru b) Kosasthalaiyaru c) Pennaiaru

d) Paalaru e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

2. Match the following.

A. The Antiquities and Art Treasures act 1. 1958

B. Indian Treasure Trove act 2. 1878

C. The ancient monuments and Archaelogical sites and 3. 1972

remains act



A.   

B.   

C.   



A B C A B C A B C A B C

a) 1 2 3 b) 2 3 1 c) 3 2 1 d) 2 1 3

e) Answer not known / 

3. Match the following.

A.Paleolithic culture 1. Polished stone axes

B. Mesolithic culture 2. Black red earthene ware

C. Neolithic culture 3. Hardaxe

D.Megalithic culture 4. They didn’t know about the microtools  and metals
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A.   

B.  

C.   

D.  

A B C D A B C D

a) 4 3 2 1 b) 1 2 3 4

c) 3 4 1 2 d) 2 3 4 1

e) Answer not known /

4. Whose work on the indus valley alphabet shows the close connection between

the Indus language and Tamil language?

a) S.R.Rao b) Robert Bruce Foote c) I.Mahadevan

d) Andrew Jaggar e) Answer not known





a) S.R. b)  c) I.

d)  e) 

5. In Arikamedu, the excavation was conducted by

a) Dr.Jager b) Stuward c) Robert Bruce Foote

d) Martimer Wheeler e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

6. Kongunadu comes under the mandalams of .......

a) Mummudichola Mandalam b) Adirajaraja Chola Mandalam

c) Malai Mandalam d) Mudikonda Chola Mandalam

e) Answer not known

______

a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 
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7. Third phase of keezhadi was headed by .........

a) A. Subbarayalu b) Dr. Shivanandham c) Amarnath Krishna

d) Sri Ramanan e) Answer not known



a) A. b) Dr. c) 

d)  e) 

8. Western pottery is excavated in ..........

a) Korkai b) Sivakalai c) Madurai

d) Adichanallur e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

9. Find out the incorrect pairs:

i. Kirnaar’s inscription - Asoka

ii. Sampai inscription - Adhiyaman

iii. Anbil Copper Plates - Veerarajendra

iv. Mangulam cave incription - Pandiyan Nedunchelian



i.   

ii.   

iii.  

iv.   

a) i only/ b) ii only/ c) iii only/

d) iv only/ e) Answer not known/

10. Thinai that is about the feeling of compassion is  ........

a) Kurinji b) Mullai c) Marutham

d) Neithal e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

11. Assertion (A): Palayamkottai is known as “oxford of south India”

Reason (R): The name is due to its large number of educational Institutions in

Palayamkottai.

a) (A) is correct (R) is wrong

b) (A) is wrong (R) is correct

c) Both (A) and (R) are correct but (R) not explains (A)

d) Both (A) and (R) are correct (R) explains (A)

e) Answer not known





a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

12. Pandya’s judiciary was known as .......

a) Saba b) Local bodies c) Brahmadeya

d) Dharmasanam e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

13. Match the following.

A. Thopikal 1. Adichanallur

B.  Round stone 2. Kerala

C. Burial stone jar with lid 3. Kodumanal
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A.   

B.   

C.   

A B C A B C A B C A B C

a) 1 2 3 b) 3 2 1 c) 2 1 3 d) 2 3 1

e) Answer not known /

14. The first rock inscriptions were formally studied by

a) Asokar b) Prof. Hultsch c) Andrew jaggar

d) Alexandar Rae e) Answer not known



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

15. The Cradle of Tamil Civilization is called as

       a) Lemuria b) Kanchipuram c) Karur

d) Madurai e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

16. The two countries that explored lemuria continent were ______.

a) America, France b) Russia, France c) Africa, Russia

d) Russia, America e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

17. Bruce Foote’s excavation in Athirampaakam is called _____.

a) Madras legacy b) Madras research c) Madras excavation

d) Both a & b e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d) a & b e) 

18. Even if the guest arrive in the midnight the woman can do hospitality and give

food to them was explained in .......

a) Porunaraatrupadai b) Periyapuranam c) Natrinai

d) Purananooru e) Answer not known



___________

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

19. Find out the incorrect pair:

a) Kalithogai - Shiva

b) Natrinai - Vishnu

c) Ainkurunooru - Muruga

d) Akananooru - Shiva

e) Answer not known



a)   

b)   

c)   

d)   

e) 

20. Match the following.

A. Mullai 1. Kabilar

B. Palai 2. Ammuvanar

C. Neithal 3. Othalanthaiyar

D. Marutham 4. Peyanar

E. Kurinji 5. Orampokiyar
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A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

A B C D E A B C D E

a) 4 3 2 5 1 b) 3 4 5 2 1

c) 4 3 5 1 2 d) 4 3 1 5 2

e) Answer not known/

21. The Union government declared Tamil as the Classical language in .......

a) September 2004 b) October 2004 c) December 2004

d) March 2004 e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

22. Musiri is called as “Musuripatnam” in ____

a) Kambaramayanam b) Valmiki’s Ramayanam

c) Periyapuranam d) Pura nanooru

e) Answer not known

____

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

23. Odd one out:

a) Kundalakesi b) Valayapathi

c) Udhayana kumara kaviyam d) Naka kumara kaviyam

e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 
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24. The variety of beads and their characters were illustrated in .........

a) Silapathigaram b) Thirukkural c) Purananooru

d) Kurunthogai e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

25. The compiler of Kurunthogai is ........

a) Koodalurkizhar b) Nallanthuvanar c) Puriko

d) Nallathanar e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

26. Match the following. (Netunthogai)

A. Kalitriyaanai Nirai 1. 100 songs

B. Manimidaipavalam 2. 120 songs

C. Nithilakovai 3. 180 songs



A.   

B.   

C.   

A B C A B C

a) 1 2 3 b) 2 3 1

c) 3 2 1 d) 1 3 2

e) Answer not known/ 

27. Periyapuranam was written during the time of the ________.

a) Cheras b) Pandyas c) Pallavas

d) Cholas e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 
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28. 6th World Tamil conference was held at

a) Malaysia b) India c) Maurisius

d) France e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

29. Commentaries for Tholkappiyam by Nachinarkkiniyar  in

a) 13th Century b) 14th Century c) 15th to 17th Century

d) 16th Century e) Answer not known



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

30. The first epic to be written in Viruthapa of the Tamil language is

a) Seevaka Sinthamani b) Perunkathai c) Tholkappiyam

d) Valayapati e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

31. Innilai Contains number of poems

a) 45 Poems b) 46 Poems c) 48 Poems

d) 42 Poems e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

32. Find out the  correct/ incorrect statements:

i) Sangam poet kabilar who praises pari

ii) Kabilar who  was the author of Iniyavai Narpathu

iii) Kabilar who song few poems in panniru pattiyal
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a) (i) & (ii) Correct, (iii) is wrong b) (ii) & (iii) Correct, (i) is wrong

c) (i) &(iii) Correct, (ii) is wrong d) All are Correct

e) Answer not known



i) 

ii) 

iii 

a) (i) & (ii) (iii)  b) (ii) & (iii)(i)

c) (i) &(iii)(ii)  d) 

e) 

33. Assertion (A):  People of Marudham worshiped Indhiran.

Reason (R):  Indhiran who was always happy and spent his days in singing and

dancing, people also lived like him.

a) Both (A) & (R) are correct, (R) explains (A)

b) Both (A) & (R) are correct, but (R) is not a correct explanation of (A)

c) (A) is true, but (R) is wrong

d) (A) & (R) are wrong

e) Answer not known



 



a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

34. Consider the statements:

A. “Even if it is a medicine, eat with your guests” - Avvaiyar

B. “Even if the guests arrive in the midnight the - Natrinai

woman can do hospitality and give food to them”

C. “They sent guests the way following seven steps” - Sirupanaatru padai
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a) A,C correct, B wrong b) A,B correct, C wrong c) All are correct

d) All are wrong e) Answer not known



A.   

B.   

C.   

a) A,C  B  b) A,B C  c) 

d)  e) 

35. Match: (Sangam literature)

A. Sangam Songs 1. 473

B. Agathinai Songs 2. 49

C. Purathinai Songs 3. 1862

D. Sangam Poets 4. 519

E. Female Poets 5. 2381



A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

A B C D E A B C D E

a) 2 1 3 5 4 b) 5 3 4 1 2

c) 4 2 1 3 5 d) 3 4 2 1 5

e) Answer not known / 

36. Statement 1 : According to Tholkappiyam ‘

’. Tamil word Virundhu which means known person.

Statement 2 : So that the term ‘guest’ refers to those who are not familiar with

the surroundings, but only those who are unaware, and are looking for a shelter.

a) Statement 1 true Statement 2 false b) Both Statements are True

c) Statement 1 false, Statement 2 true d) Both Statements are False

e) Answer not known
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 ‘’







a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

37. “Parents should not feel that they have the right to beat and kick children.

Your Children may have originated from you, he is not your possessions,” says

a) Thiruvalluvar b) Parimellazhagar c) Manakudavar

d) Khalil Gibran e) Answer not known

“



”

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

38. Thiruvalluvar says that the true lights is the one which dispels _____ darkness

a) Idiocy b) Lie c) Inner

d) Outer e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

39. Match the Following

A. Domestic Virtue 1. 25

B. Ascetic Virtue 2. 20

C. Royalty 3. 01

D. Destiny 4. 13



A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   
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A B C D A B C D

a) 2 3 4 1 b) 2 4 1 3

c) 3 4 1 2 d) 3 1 4 2

e) Answer not known / 

40. Consider the following Statements

1. The year 1812 was the first printing of Thirukkural from the catalogue

2. Thirukkural was one of the books of Pathinen Melkanakku literature.

3. Thiruvalluvamaalai is a collection of songs praising the book Thirukkural.

Choose the incorrect statement

a) 1, 2 b) 2 only c) 2, 3

d) 3 only e) Answer not known



 

 

 



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

41. Which among the following about thiruvalluvar is/are wrong?

i) He is also called as mathanupangi

ii) “The world became famous because of giving birth of valluvar” - praised by
Bharathi

iii) Thiruvalluvar university is situated in Salem

iv) According to Valluvar gathering a vast amount of wealth is not a target in
ones life.

a) (i) only correct b) (i), (ii) are correct c) (ii) & (iii) are correct
d) (iv) only correct e) Answer not known



i) 

ii) 
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iii) 

iv)

a) (i)  b) (i), (ii)  c) (ii)  (iii)

d) (iv)  e) 

42. “...................................... is like the fruit bearing

of the etty tree in the midst of the town”

Here Thiruvalluvar refers to which of the following natures as the etty tree in
the midst of the town

a) Wealth earned by Evil things b) Wealth that does not help others

c) Wealth earned by deceiving others d) All the above

e) Answer not known

“

”

        


a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

43. Which one of the following is mentioned in Thirukkural as the best weapon to
defeat the enemy?

a) Mercy b) Wealth c) Honesty

d) Valour e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 
d)  e) 

44. Match

A. Their greatness who, renouncing 1. Diffusive speech of useless words
all, to their rule have stood true proclaims

B. Your self-repression known will 2. When mother hears him named

yield you glory’s gain ‘Fulfill’d of wisdom’s lore’

C. A man who never righteous 3. The settled rule of every code

wisdom gains requires, as highest good

D. Far greater joy she feels, than 4. If versed in wisdom’s lore by

when her son she bore virtue’s law you self restrain
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A.   

B.   



C.   

D.   


A B C D A B C D

a) 3 1 4 2 b) 4 3 2 1

c) 3 4 1 2 d) 2 4 3 1

e) Answer not known/

45. Thirukkural - Truely a secular book; consider the below mentioned statements
about  Thirukkural in this aspect

i) Valluvar has devoted one chapter to praise the god

ii) But in his book he advocates no religion

iii) He does not even refer to any religion

Choose the correct statements

a) (i) and (ii) correct b) (ii) only correct

c) All the above are correct d) (iii) only correct

e) Answer not known



i) 

ii) 

iii) 



a) (i)  (ii)  b) (ii)   c) 

d) (iii)   e) 

46. Match :

A. Sitting inside the home ..................................... 1. Without fail of justice

B. Before the mighty .............................................. 2. Hospitality

C. The abundance ................................................. 3. Who without grace

D. Done Properly .................................................... 4. Winning with Patience
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A. ...........................  

B. ...........................  

C. ...........................  

D. ...........................  

A B C D A B C D

a) 4 3 2 1 b) 2 4 1 3

c) 4 1 3 2 d) 2 3 4 1

e) Answer not known/

47. According to Thiruvalluvar, the family should consist of ...................

a) Marriage b) Obtaining of sons c) Friendship

d) All the above e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

48. “There is no body without water, so

The giver of food is the giver of life”

the above Purananooru song was sung by

a) Kudapulaviyanar b) Kakkai padiniyar c) Avvaiyar

d) Kaniyanpoongundranar e) Answer not known

“

”



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

49. “In hands that worship weapon ten hidden lies....................

.........................................”

Here Valluvar explains the characteristics of

a) Folly b) Ignorance c) Unreal Friendship

d) Hostility e) Answer not known
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“

”



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

50. It is ten fold more injurious to _____________

______________________

Here the abandonment of whose friendship is called the worst

a) Wiseman b) Greatman c) Born in Elite family

d) Compassionate people e) Answer not known

“

______________________”



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

51. The book called as “The Veda of the Tamils” is

a) Devaram b) Thiruvasagam c) Thirukural

d) Naladiar e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

52. According to the Kural; “Gnalam Karuthinum Kaikoodum” when a man wants

to conquer the world what are the two things he should keep in mind?

I. Wealth and Bravery / Courage

II. Time and Place

a) I only b) II only c) I and II

d) None of the above e) Answer not known

“”-
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I.  II. 

a) I  b) II   c) I II

d)  e) 

53. Which act of the king reduces his wealth?

a) Confiseated things from a thief

b) Tears of the people ruled by a director

c) Killing people professionally

d) Collecting too much of taxes from people

e) Answer not known



a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

54. What does the following Thirukkural reiterate? “Who with deceitful mind in false

way walks of covert sin, The five - fold elements his frame compose, deride within”

(“Vanja manathan Paditrolukkam Boothangal

Aainthum agathe nagum”)

a) False respect b) False truth c) False behaviour

d) False pretence e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

55. Who will be adored with clasped hands by all living beings?

a) One who does penance

b) King

c) One who slays not, flesh rejects

d) One who talks power of subtle penetrating sense

e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

56. Name the work that says : Wealth changes its position like a Cart-Wheel

a) Thirukkural b) Naaladiyar c) Naanmanikadigai

d) Aasarakkovai e) Answer not known

‘’

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

57. ‘Dare to do a thing .........’

........ it is shameful to say

As per the above Thirukkural how should we enter an action?

a) After accumulating enormous wealth b) After doing sacrifice

c) After deep thinking d) At an appropriate time

e) Answer not known

‘’





a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

58. “That is a land that yields increase .....” What is the message in this Thirukkural?

a) Policies of a best country b) A country’s Resources

c) Problems in a country d) Policies of a bad country

e) Answer not known

“”

a) 

b)  c) 

d)  e) 
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59. What Thiruvalluvar says are the qualities of an Ambassador?

a) Knowledge, Origin Education

b) Love, Knowledge, Clarity of speech

c) Duty, Knowing th fitting time, Knowing the place

d) Purity, Resources, Courage

e) Answer not known



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

60. Thiruvalluvar compares those who cannot express what they have learnt to

others to

a) flowers without fragrance b) flowers without a good shape

c) flowers without colour d) flowers without freshness

e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

61. Thiruvalluvar refers to the last stage of the uneducated?

a) Noolgalai Katru Adhigam Peasupaver (who read texts and talk too much)

b) Noolgalai Katru Peasa Maruppavar (Refusal to read texts)

c) Noolgalai Katru Kondiruppavar (one who reads the text)

d) Noolgalai Katru Avaikku Anjubavar (Read the books and Afraid to speak in

the congregation)

e) Answer not known



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 
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62. Pugal Yenin uyirum kodukkubavar pazhi yenin

Ulagudan perinum kollalaar -

[for reputation they give their life - for guilt they won’t accept even if you offer

this world]

This Purananutru padal indicates

a) Wisemen (Sandrorgal) b) Kings (Arasargal) c) Poets (Pulavargal)

d) Warriors (Veerargal) e) Answer not known

‘

’

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

63. How does Thiruvalluvar guide us to overcome trouble?

a) Accepting trouble b) Fighting trouble

c) Giving trouble to the trouble d) Feeling Remorse for the trouble

e) Answer not known



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

64. “Thirukkural and Kamban’s Epic would suffice to build a new civilization even if

the present on is completely erased”. Who said this?

a) Caldwell b) G.U. Pope c) Veeramamunivar

d) Ellis e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

65. Who among the following leaders of Tamilnadu was first imprisoned and also

known as “Salem warrior” ?

a) Vijayaragavachariyar b) A.Arangasamy Iyengar c) Sir.C.V.Ramasamy

d) Mr.T.Prakasam e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

66. When did Madras Native association was formed?

a) 1852, December 26 b) 1852, February 26 c) 1852, May 26

d) 1852, December 24 e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

67. Consider the Statement/s :

1. The Madras Mahajana Sabha merged with Indian National Congress in 1920.

2. Mahatma Gandhi had delivered a speech at the meeting of Mahajana Sabha

on October 24th, 1896.

3. Mahatma Gandhi also had participated in the golden jubliee celebration

of the Sabha.

Choose the incorrect Statement/s :

a) 1 only b) 1, 3 c) 3 only

d) 2 only e) Answer not known



 

 

 



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

68. Who is said to be father of extremist in Tamilnadu?

a) Tilak b) Vijaya ragavaachari c) Tirupur Kumaran

d) Satya murthy e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

69. Who launched the land for the Tiller’s freedom LAFTI Scheme?

a) Krishnammal Jegannathan b) Rukkumani Lakshmipathi

c) Muthulakshmi Reddy d) Neelavathi

e) Answer not known



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

70. Assertion: The Madras Native Association pointed out the petition that the

ryotwari and zamindari system had thrown agricultural classes into deep dis-

tress.

Reason : It urged the revival of the ancient village system to free the peasantry

from the oppressive interference of the zamindars and the company officials.

a) Both Assertion and Reason are correct; Reason is not the correct explana-

tion for assertion

b) Both Assertion and Reason are correct; Reason is the correct explanation

for Assertion

c) Assertion is correct; Reason is incorrect

d) Assertion is incorrect; Reason in correct

e) Answer not known

  



       





a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 
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71. The Book “My experience as a Legislator” was written by ___.

a) Rukkumani Lakshmipathi b) Dr. Muthu Lakshmi Reddy

c) Durgabai Deshmukh d) Moovalur Ramamirtham

e) Answer not known

‘’

a)  b) Dr.  c) 

d)  e) 

72. Equal pay to Tamil Teachers like other teachers was announced by ...........

a) Dharmambal b) M. Singaravelar c) Avinasalingam

d) B.P. Wadia e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d) B.P.  e) 

73. Captain Lakshmi handed over by the refugees from ________.

a) India b) Singapore c) Italy

d) Srilanka e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

74. In Tamil Nadu Khilafat Day was Observed on

a) 17th April 1920 b) 18th April 1930 c) 17th Ocober 1920

d) 18th October 1930 e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)   e) 

75. Match the following.

A. TamilNadu Annie Beasant 1. Asalambigai

B. Present Avvaiyar 2. Rani Mangammal

C. Jhansi Rani of South India 3. Moovalur Ramamirtham

D. Queen who solely ruled South India 4. Velu Nachiyar
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A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

A B C D A B C D

a) 3 1 4 2 b) 1 3 2 4

c) 3 1 2 4 d) 1 3 4 2

e) Answer not known/

76. Kamaraj served as the Chief minister of Tamil Nadu for

a) 8 years b) 6 years c) 9 years

d) 7 years e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

77. Statement 1 : The Bharata Matha Society, a secret society was formed in 1904.

Statement 2 : The objective of this society was to kill british officials and thereby

kindle patriotic favour among the people.

a) Statement 1 alone true b) Both the statement are true.

c) Both the statement are false. d) Statement 2 alone true.

e) Answer not known



 



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

78. Find out the correct pairs:

1. Agitation for removal of Neil statue - 1927

2. Rowlatt Satyagraha - 1919
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3. Quit India movement - 1942

4. Salt March to Vedaranyam - 1931

a) 1 pair b) 2 pair c) 3 pair

d) 4 pair e) Answer not known



1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

79. Dr.Shenbagaraman attacked the Chennai High Court building by the Subma-

rine.

a) Lavo b) Gallia c) Royal India

d) Embden e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

80. Match:

A. Kodikatha Kumaran 1. Kamaraj

B. Chanakya 2. Thiruppur Kumaran

C. King Maker 3. N.M.R. Subraman

D. Madurai Gandhi 4. Muthuramalingar

E. King of South India 5. Rajaji



A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   
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A B C D E A B C D E

a) 2 5 1 4 3 b) 1 2 3 4 5

c) 2 3 1 5 4 d) 2 5 1 3 4

e) Answer not known / 

81. When the collector of Tirunelveli Robert W.D.E. Ashe shot dead in maniyachi

Junction?

a) June 25, 1911 b) July 23, 1910 c) June 17, 1911

d) July 17, 1910 e) Answer not known

W.D.E.



a) 25, 1911 b)  23, 1910 c)  17, 1911

d) 17, 1910 e) 

82. Which women patriot of TamilNadu established a association called Mahatmaji

Seva Sangh and also was a subeditor of Swadesa Mithran ?

a) Godhainayagi Ammal b) Padmavathi Asher c) Manjubhashini

d) Durgabhai Deshmuk e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

83. The Swadeshi leaders in Tamilnadu planned to celebrate Swarajya Day on

a) July 7, 1908 b) March 9, 1907 c) February22, 1907

d) June 17, 1911 e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

84. Who has hailed Pasumpon Muthuramalingar as the guardian of the nation

(Desiyam Kaatha Semmal)?

a) Thilakar b) Thiru Vi.Ka c) Periyar

d) Anna e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

85. Who acted as a leader of South Indian Confederacy?

a) Kattabomman b) Gopala Nayak c) Yadhul Nayak

d) Marudhu Paandiyan e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

86. Match:

A. Pulithevar 1. Nagalapuram

B. Kattabomman 2. Kayathar

C. Theeran Chinnamalai 3. Sammattipuram

D. Sivasubramanianar 4. Sangagirikottai



A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

A B C D A B C D

a) 3 2 4 1 b) 3 4 1 2

c) 4 3 5 1 d) 4 3 1 2

e) Answer not known / 

87. Consider the stataments: (Alagumuthu Kone)

A. Period of Alagumuthu Kone - 1710 - 1759

B. He was the ruler of kattalankulam in Thoothukudi District.

C. For the First time he opposed British Colonialism and also lie prevented
poligors to pay extortion to british

a) A & B Correct b) B & C Correct c) A & C Correct

d) A,B,C Correct e) Answer not known
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A. 

B. 

C. 



a) A & B   b) B & C  c) A & C 

d) A,B,C  e) 

88. Match: (Chinnamalai)

A. Battle in Cauvery banks 1. 1802

B. Battle in Odanilai 2. 1801

C. Battle in Archalur 3. 1804



A.   

B.   

C.   

A B C A B C

a) 2 3 1 b) 2 1 3

c) 1 2 3 d) 3 1 2

e) Answer not known / 

89. Indian Women’s Association was started in which year ?



a) 1907 b) 1917 c) 1927

d) 1937 e) Answer not known / 

90. Who was the collector of the Tanjore District when the salt satyagraha move-

ment started in Vedaranyam ?

a) Mr. K.Wellington b) George Cameron c) Mr.A.J.Throne

d) Mr.T.P. Philip e) Answer not known

 



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 
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91. Match the following :

A. Swadhantharanandhar 1. N.M.R.Subaraman

B. Rosappu Durai 2. Subramaniya Siva

C. Madurai Gandhi 3. Muthurama lingar

D. Pure Martyr 4. George Joseph



A.   

B.   

C.   

D   

A B C D A B C D

a) 2 4 1 3 b) 3 1 4 2

c) 1 2 3 4 d) 4 3 2 1

e) Answer not known 

92. Queen of Indian stages is ..........

a) Lakshmi b) K.R. Vijaya c) K.P. Sundarambal

d) Neelavathi e) Answer not known

 ..........

a)  b) K.R. c) K.P.

d)  e) 

93. Which one of the statements is /are incorrect regarding Deeran Chinnamalai?

1. Deeran Chinnamalai participated in the Anglo Mysore War.

2. He organised the soldiers of the kongu region against the British.

3. In 1802 he was defeated by the Maxwell in the battle of odanilai.

4. He was hanged by British at Sankakiri.

a) 1 is correct 2, 3, 4 are incorrect

b) 1, 2 are correct 3, 4 are incorrect

c) 1, 2, 4 are correct 3 is incorrect

d) 1, 2, 3 are correct 4 is incorrect

e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

94. Consider the Statements:

A. 72 palayakkars were created by the Nayak rulers.

B. Sattur comes under the Eastern palayams.

C. Uthumalai comes under the western palayams.

a) A & B are correct, C is wrong b) A & C are correct, B is wrong

c) All are correct d) B & C are correct, A is wrong

e) Answer not known



A. 

B. 

C. 

a) A & B C b) A & CB c) 

d) B & C A  e) 

95. Who served as the first secretary of Madras Mahajana Sabha?

a) P. Anandacharlu b) P. Rangaiah c) G. Subramaniyam

d) Balaji Rao e) Answer not known



a) P.  b) P.  c) G. 

d)  e) 

96. ‘Kathiyindri Rathamindri’ a freedom movement song sung by ‘Ramalinganar’

during which period?

a) Non Cooperation Movement b) Rowlatt Satyagraha

c) Salt Satyagraha d) Quit India Movement e) Answer not known
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‘’

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

97. Who among the following were Swarajists?

a) S. Satyamurti b) Kasturirangar c) P. Subbarayan

d) Periyar EVR e) Answer not known



a) S.  b)  c) P. 

d)  e) 

98. Who established the “Madras widows remarriage Association” ?

a) Ayotheedhasar b) G.Subramaniya Iyer

c) Mayuram Vedhanayakam d) Srinivasa Sashthri

e) Answer not known

“”

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

99. The Government order no.68 of the Educational Department on 1st February

1893 which was considered the Red Letter Day in the history of education of

________

a) Women b) Scheduled caste c) Both A & B

d) Scheduled Tribe e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) A B

d)  e) 

100. Where did Thanthai Periyar issued 15 point philosophies of Self-Respect Move-

ment ?

a) Salem b) Chengalpat c) Erode

d) Madras e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

101. Who described Aryan as a vagrant society who have come to India in search of

pastoral land?

a) E. V. Ramasamy b) C.N. Annathurai c) Maraimalaiadigal

d) M. Karunanithi e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

102. Match the Following

A. Cresent 1. 1892

B. Swadesha Mitran 2. 1884

C. Madras Hindu Social Reform Association 3. 1898

D. The Widows Home 4. 1882



A.  1. 1892

B.  2. 1884

C.  3. 1898

D.  4. 1882

A B C D A B C D

a) 2 3 4 1 b) 2 4 1 3

c) 4 2 1 3 d) 4 1 2 3

e) Answer not known / 

103. Which among the following quotes is not related to Anna ?

a) Religion means you accept superstitious beliefs

b) Law is a dark room; where the arguments of the Advocate is a Lamp

c) We need a heart that bears all things

d) Youngsters are the edge of the spear in our war for rights

e) Answer not known
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

104. When was the TamilNadu Women’s Welfare Association and Annai Ashrama

was founded by the Self-Respect Reformers?





a) 1950 b) 1952 c) 1954

d) 1958 e) Answer not known / 

105. Who was the editor of  the “Journal Stridharma” of Theosophical society in

Madras ?

a) Annie Besant b) Margaret Cousins c) Dorothy Jinarajadasa

d) Madam Gama e) Answer not known

“”



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

106. Choose the correct statement/s

1. Depressed class leader of Andhra Pradesh, B.S.Murthy, worked for the wel-

fare of depressed class in the composite state of the Madras Presidency.

2. He wrote a book, The Depressed and the Oppressed in which he explained

the history of reform and sufferings of the depressed classes from the an-

cient past to the present day.

a) 1 only b) 2 only c) Both

d) None e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

107. At the end of 18th Century Modern Tamil People had found their Socio Cultur-

al identity through

a) Religion b) Self respect thoughts

c) Racial Pride d) Literatures e) Answer not known

        



a)  b) 

c)  d)  e) 

108. Who is credited with being the first person to make a periodical study of Tamil

history ?

a) Ayotheethasapandithar b) The.Po.Meenakshi Sundaram

c) Vishwanatha Kanagasabai d) Mayuram Vedhanayagam

e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

109. Which one of the following resolutions was accepted in the first self respect

movement conference held at Chengalpattu ?

a) Compulsory education to women and girls

b) Right to property for women race

c) Everyone should remove their caste name in the suffix of their name.

d) All the above

e) Answer not known





a) 

b) 
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c) 

d) 

e) 

110. The first Tamil Isai Conference was conducted in ________



a) 1912 b) 1922 c) 1933

d) 1943 e) Answer not known / 

111. Which of the following novel was wrote to propagate Dravidian Ideologist by

C.N. Annadurai?

a) Oru iravu b) Kamparasam c) Kalingarani

d) Aryamayai e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

112. Choose the correct statement/s

1. Vaikunda Swamigal neglected the animal worships.

2. “The way to attain salvation by volunteering for the human race” was his

most important teaching

3. He condemned the worship of Idols

4. He accused the collective worships was a wrong believe



 

       



 

 

a) 1 & 2 b) 1 & 3 c) 2 & 3

d) 1 & 4 e) Answer not known / 
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113. Who started the magazine named ‘Udhaya Surian’to propagate awarness

among people?

a) Kajulu lakshmi narasu b) Annadurai c) Pity thiyagarayan

d) Vengada Rayalu e) Answer not known

‘‘ 



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

114. Who was the first person to become a president of Madras congress party as a

non-brahmin Personality?

a) Rettaimalai Srinivasan b) E.V.Ramasamy c) Kamaraj

d) Kakkan e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

115. Which among the following historical development is identified as the “Indian

Renaissance” ?

a) Solved discriminations found in religions

b) caused a revolution in education against the europeans

c) realised that there was some justifications in the colonial debates and pre-

pared them for reform

d) formed a socio cultural movement against European cultural domination

e) Answer not known

       



a) 

b) 

c) 

d)        



e) 
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116. Which of the following pair is incorrectly matched?

a) 1936 - Annihilation of caste

b) 1970 - E.V. Ramasamy got UNESCO Award

c) 1973 - Postal stamp was issued in the memory of Periyar

d) 1987 - Property right to women

e) Answer not known



a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

117. Match

A. Kamparasam 1. Maraimalai Adigal

B. Dravida Pandian 2. Arignar Anna

C. Dambachari Vilasam 3. Sritharlu Naidu

D. Siddhantha Deepika 4. Ayothidasar



A.  1. 

B.  2. 

C.  3. 

D.  4. 

A B C D A B C D

a) 2 4 3 1 b) 2 4 1 3

c) 1 2 3 4 d) 1 3 4 2

e) Answer not known / 

118. Who was mainly responsible for the spread of the self-respect Movement in

Madurai and Ramnad Districts ?

a) W.P.A.Soundra Pandian b) T.S.S. Rajan

c) Raja of Odaiyar d) Thalamuthu Nadarasar

e) Answer not known
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a) W.P.A. b) T.S.S. 

c)  d)  e) 

119. Who said that “Speaking Tamil along with Northern Languages looks like a

garland which is made up of Beads and Red Chillies ?

a) Vallalar b) U.Vae.Samynathar c) Kalyanasundaranar

d) Parithimar Kalaingnar e) Answer not known

“

”

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

120. Who is the creator of ‘Kalingarani’ ?

a) M. Karunanidhi b) Arignar Anna c) E.V.R. Periyar

d) Ayothidasa Pandithar e) Answer not known

‘’

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

121. In 1948 why Thanthai Periyar was arrested and imprisioned at Chennai?

a) He threatened that he would burn national flag

b) Protested against Hindi as a compulsory language in presidency

c) Protest against Rajaji

d) Conducted the protest to burned photographs of gods at Marina

e) Answer not known





a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 
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122. When did India’s first organised Trade union, the Madras Labour Union estab-

lish ?

       



a) 1915 b) 1916 c) 1918

d) 1917 e) Answer not known / 

123. In 1926 Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddy participated in Multi National Women Feder-
ation in Paris to _________

a) Speak in detail about the devadasi system and the advancement of women.

b) Speak for the worldwide freedom of women and women education.

c) The political participation of women in legislative assembly.

d) All the above

e) Answer not known

 


a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

124. Annai Meenambal and Veeramal are associated with which of the following
movement in TamilNadu ?

a) Anti Hindi Agitation in 1945 b) Anti-Hindi Agitation in 1938

c) Pure Tamil Movement d) Self Respect Movement

e) Answer not known

    



a) 

b) 

c)  d)  e) 

125. Which of the following is not a work of Arignar Anna?

a) Kalingarani b) Unmai c) Pavaiyen Payanam

d) Aryamayai e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

126. Choose the incorrect statement

1. 1942 - Annadurai separated from Periyar and started the weekly magazine

“Dravida Naadu”

2. 1943 - Annadurai presided over the 14th Justice Party conference conducted

in Trichy

3. 1944 - Annadurai described Periyar as “Brain of Justice Party” conference

conducted in Salem.

a) 1 only b) 2 only c) 3 only

d) All e) Answer not known



 



  



 



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

127. Choose the incorrect statement among the following :

1. Mayilai Chinnathambi raja was popularly known as Thatha

2. He founded the Adi Dravida Mahajana Sabha in 1893

3. He functioned as the Deputy Leader of Justice party in the Madras Legisla-

tive Council

a) 1 only b) 1 & 2 c) 3 only

d) 1, 2 & 3 e) Answer not known
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a) 1 b) 1 & 2 c) 3 

d) 1, 2 & 3 e) 

128. Who was the only member from depressed caste in the labour advisory body

established in 1920 with a chairman Gilbert Slater ?

a) Rettaimalai Srinivasan b) Mayor Parameshwaran c) M.C.Rajah

d) Nagalingam e) Answer not known

 





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

129. Choose the corrrect statement

1. During the Rule of Rajaji (1946 - 47), effects was taken to make Hindi as a

compulsory subject

2. Annadurai was chosen as the commander of the Anti-Hindi Movement

3. 1996 - Madras was renamed as Chennai

a) 1  & 2 only b) 2 & 3 only c) 1 & 3 only

d) All the above e) Answer not known



 



 

 

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

130. When was “All India Depressed Class Association” formed?

“”

a) 1925 b) 1928 c) 1932

d) 1935 e) Answer not known / 
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131.Jeeviya Saritha Surukam is a autobiography of

a) Rettaimalai Srinivasan b) M.C.Raja

c) Iyothee Thasa Pandithar d) Ramalinga Adigal

e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

132. “............... eight attributes are as useless as a sense without power of sensation”

from the above thirukural the word “a man who has eight attributes” refer to

a) Lord b) educated person

c) those who use time properly d) None of these

e) Answer not known

“

”

“”

a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

133. “The man of houshold virture, from in way of good, sustain the order there
that rule proposed maintain”

What do you understand ? the man of household should do good things to
which of the following three ?

a) Attestors, elders, childrens b) elders, relatives, parents

c) parents, attestors, childrens d) childrens, parents, relatives

e) Answer not known

“

”





a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) Answer not known / 
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134. Match:

A. Who do not have their 1. Who eat left overs of spouses and are in

guests virtue’s praise

B. Who are those who shall 2. Who do not touch an women who in

obtain good this world belongs to an other

C. The wealth of the man of 3. Shall endure and to his race

recititude

D. Is it necessary to sow the field 4. They lion-like can never walk



A   

B   



C   

D   

A B C D A B C D

a) 2 4 1 3 b) 3 1 4 2

c) 4 2 3 1 d) 3 4 2 1

e) Answer not known / 

135. Needs not in words to dwell on virtue’s fruits; compare

..........................

a) Thus, when thou diest, shalt thou find a help that never dies

b) His footsteps sliding not through moves in ordered path

c) The things that man should shun

d) The man in litter borne with them that toiling bear

e) Answer not known





a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 
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136. Choose the correct Statement among the following

1. 1812 - Thirukkural was printed by Gnanaprakasam at Thanjavur

2. The chapter of wealth in Thirukural contains two parts (Iyals) - Politics and

Ministerial

a) 1 only b) 2 only c) 1 and 2

d) None of these e) Answer not known



 

       



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

137. ..................... the very joy of life many

know, when flowers in barren soil, on saples tree ....................

from the above thirukkural “The life with out love” is compared with

a) The Flourish tree kaya in the Mullai terrain

b) A tree in the costal terrain

c) The ‘Vengai’ tree in the hilly terrain

d) Withered tree in the desert plain

e) Answer not known





“”



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

138. (1) ............ in by fire may heal, but

a wound burnt in by the tongue will never heal

(2) .............. from wrath,

virtue, a timely aid, attends his path
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Considering above thirukkurals together, which one of the following would be

the most important outcome?

a) Patience b) Useless words c) Anger

d) All the above e) Answer not known

(1) 



(2) 







a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

139. “In strenvars effort doth reside

the power of .................”

In this couplet, Thiruvalluvar says that with the attribute of “diligence” one

can reach the level of

a) Advancing in knowledge b) Advancing in skills

c) Helping others d) Advancing in life

e) Answer not known









a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

140. Which one of the following is not an attribute of Thirukkural ?

a) Secular nature b) Compassion c) Inclusive Thinking

d) Naming some kings and praising their individual valour

e) Answer not known
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d)       



e) 

141. Predestination is ______________ ?

Which of the following applies

I. Consequences of actions we have taken in the past

II. Being asked to beg untill he sees the happy face of the deceased who wants

object

III. Every action we do has an equivalent reaction

IV. The purpose of religions life is to achieve unanimity free from evil thoughts.





I. 

II. 



III. 

IV. 

a) I & II b) III & IV c) I & III

d) II & IV e) Answer not known / 

142. Match

A. Virtue Division 1. 70

B. Wealth Division 2. 38

C. Love Division 3. 25



A.   

B.   

C.   
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A B C A B C

a) 2 1 3 b) 2 3 1

c) 3 1 2 d) 3 2 1

e) Answer not known / 

143. Which one of the following is not a feature of Thirukkural?

a) Athiestic Nature b) Kindness towards people

c) Ideologies related to all sectors d) Political ideologies

e) Answer not known



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

144. Match the following

A. His feet ‘whoever’ the full blown 1. The monarchs foot who gain flower

B. Who guards the realm and justice 2. may be regarded as goal strict

maintains

C. They swim in the sea of birth 3. Education only

D. Excellence of wealth is 4. Long time twell in earthy plain



A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

A B C D A B C D

a) 4 2 1 3 b) 4 1 2 3

c) 3 1 2 4 d) 3 2 1 4

e) Answer not known / 

145. In this kural, Valluvar said that .............. is like going under water with a fire

torch insearch of a drowned man

a) Poisonous man b) Drunkard c) Womaniser

d) Foolish man e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

146. Book of wealth in Thirukkural consists of ............... number of ‘Iyals’ (sections)



a) 4 b) 3 c) 2

d) 1 e) Answer not known / 

147. In ancient days the explanation for Thirukkural was not written by ?

a) Parimezhalagar b) Thamathar c) Maroouthalayar

d) Manakudavar e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

148. Wrath robs the ............. and .................

what other foe to man works such enjoy?

a) Face of smile and heart of joy b) Love and character

c) Peace and strength d) Dharma and skill

e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

149. In army, people .......................

- In the above said Thirukkural which has not been mentioned as one of the

quality to a king

a) Chief priest b) Ministers c) Fortresses

d) People e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

150. His feet ‘whoever the full blown flower hath (has) past, who gain (over)

In bliss ling time shall dwell above this ....................

a) Praising plain b) Earthly plain c) Heavenly plain

d) Waterly plain e) Answer not known







a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

151. A king is be who treasure gains ...............

- In the above said ‘Kural’ valluvar has not mentioned which of the following

one as “not one of the activity of Governments Budget”

a) Searching of source of Income (Iyatral)

b) Allocation of resources to various sectors (Vaguthal)

c) Multiplication of Resources (Perukal)

d) Protect the resources with precautionary measures (Katthal)

e) Answer not known



     



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

152. C. N. Annadurai was conferred with Doctorate by

a) Anna University b) Annamalai University

c) Manipal University d) Bharathiar University

e) Answer not known
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a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

153. Who said “I saw poor people, emaciated with hunger and terribly weary, going

to every house, yet their hunger was not removed, and my heart suffered

intensely

a) Iyothee Thasar b) Baba Ram Singh c) Baba Dayal Das

d) Ramalinga Adigal e) Answer not known



 



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

154. The South Indian Liberal Federation was later known as

a) Justice Party b) Dravida Kazhagam c) Tamil Kazhagam

d) Dravidian Party e) Answer not known



a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

155. Annie Besant formed the Home Rule League demanding home rule to India on

the lines of _____

a) Scotland b) Finland c) Ireland

d) Russia e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 
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156. Match the following

A. Ayyavazhi 1. Nirankari

B. Thiruvarutpa 2. Widows Remarriage Reform Act

C. Baba Dayal Das 3. Vaikunda Swamigal

D. Eshwar chandra Vidyasagar 4. Adi Bramo Samaj

E. Devendranath 5. Songs of Grace



A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

A B C D E A B C D E

a) 1 2 3 4 5 b) 2 3 4 5 1

c) 3 5 1 2 4 d) 4 3 5 2 1

e) Answer not known / 

157. Match the Following (Dravidian Parties)

A. D.M.K 1. 1946

B. A.I.A.D.M.K 2. 1949

C. M.D.M.K. 3. 1972

D. Tamilarasu Kazhagam 4. 1994



A.  1. 1946

B.  2. 1949

C.  3. 1972

D.  4. 1994

A B C D A B C D

a) 3 4 2 1 b) 2 3 4 1

c) 2 3 1 4 d) 4 2 1 3

e) Answer not known / 
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158. Which of the following Constitutional Amendment Act inserted the reserva-

tion Act of TamilNadu Government in to the 9th Schedule of Indian Constitu-

tion ?

a) 72nd Constitutional Amendment b) 74th Constitutional Amendment

c) 76th Constitutional Amendment d) 78th Constitutional Amendment

e) Answer not known





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

159. The first organization in the Madras Presidency to agitate for the rights of

people was

a) Indian National Congress b) Muslim League

c) Swaraja Party d) Madras Native Association

e) Answer not known



a  b)  c) 

d)  e)  

160. Match

A. 1923 1. Subbarayan

B. 1926 2. Panagal Raja

C. 1930 3. Raja of Bobbili

D. 1932 4. Munisamy Naidu



A. 1923 1. 

B. 1926 2. 

C. 1930 3. 

D. 1932 4. 

A B C D A B C D

a) 2 1 4 3 b) 1 2 4 3

c) 3 4 2 1 d) 4 3 2 1

e) Answer not known / 
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161. Which among the following could not be considered as the reason for the

downfall of the Justice party ?

a) Conflicts among the inner groups within the Justice Party

b) Ignoring the interests of the lower class and striving for the rise of the

upper class

c) Abuse of Powers

d) The National Movement began to slide massively

e) Answer not known



a) 

b)  



c) 

d) 

e) 

162. Match

A. Public Service Commission 1. 1922

B. Andhra University 2. 1926

C. Annamalai University 3. 1924

D. Madras State aid to Industries Act 4. 1929



A.  1. 1922

B.  2. 1926

C.  3. 1924

D.  4. 1929

A B C D A B C D

a) 2 4 3 1 b) 4 3 2 1

c) 3 2 4 1 d) 3 4 2 1

e) Answer not known / 
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163. In Which year the free mid-day meal programme introduced by Thiyagarayar

in Thousand Lights area of Chennai ?





a) 1920 b) 1922 c) 1924

d) 1926 e) Answer not known / 

164. Match the following

A. Iswar Chandra Vidhya Sagar 1. Religious and Social Reformer

B. Subramania Bharathi 2. Patriotic writer

C. Swadeshi 3. One’s own country

D. New India 4. Annie Besant

E. Kesari 5. Bala Gangadhar Tilak



A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

A B C D E A B C D E

a) 2 1 5 3 4 b) 1 2 3 4 5

c) 5 4 3 2 1 d) 2 5 1 4 3

e) Answer not known / 

165. Who is the creator of ‘Sivaji kanda Hindu samrajyam’ ?

a) M. Karunanidhi b) Arignar Anna c) E.V.R. Periyar

d) None of these e) Answer not known

‘’

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

166. Sakya Buddhist Society was founded at

a) Nilgiris b) Kanchipuram c) Chennai

d) Tiruvallur e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e)  

167. The community based representation order was issued in all departments of

Madras Presidency in





a) 1891 b) 1892 c) 1893

d) 1894 e) Answer not known / 

168. Second World Tamil Conference was held at Chennai on ?

a) 6th February 1967 b) 3rd January 1968 c) 23rd January 1968

d) 14th January 1968 e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

169. Weekly journal in named, “Oru paisa Tamilan” started by

a) Periyar b) Narayana Guru c) Iyothee Thassar

d) Anni Besant e) Answer not known

“”

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e)  

170. Which of the following year Anti Hindi Agitation didn’t happen in in TamilNadu?



a) 1937 b) 1948 c) 1954

d) 1965 e) Answer not known / 

171. Match the Following

A. KudiArasu 1. 1933

B. Revolt 2. 1925

C. Pagutharivu 3. 1934

D. Viduthalai 4. 1935



A.  1. 1933

B.  2. 1925
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C.  3. 1934

D.  4. 1935

A B C D A B C D

a) 1 2 3 4 b) 2 1 3 4

c) 1 3 2 4 d) 4 3 2 1

e) Answer not known / 

172. First story of C.N.Annadurai was published in ?

a) Kumudham b) Kalki c) Dravidan

d) Anandha Vikatan e) Answer not known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

173. Perarignar Anna chose Justice Party to work for

i) Casteless society ii) Classless Society

iii) Casteless and Classless society iv) Caste and Class based society

a) (i) only b) (i) and (iv) only c) (iii) only

d) (iv) only e) Answer not known



i)  ii)

iii)  iv)

a) (i)  b) (i) & (iv)  c) (iii) 

d) (iv)  e) 

174. Who called the rule of British as a Rule of White Devils ?

a) Ayothidasar b) Ramalingar c) Rettaimalai Srinivasan

d) Mudisoodum Perumal e) Answer not known

“”

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

175. Who compiled and published the first ‘Four Thirumurai’s’ of Thiruvarutpaa ?

a) Venkatesalu b) Rama Gopal c) Velayuthanar

d) Ramayya e) Answer not known

‘’ 

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 
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176. Express 15% as a decimal.

15%

a) 0.015 b) 1.5 c) 0.15 d) 0.0015

e) Answer not known / 

177. The price of a house is decreased from Rupees Fifteen lakhs to  Rupees
Twelve lakhs. Find the percentage of decrease.





a) 20% b) 30% c) 10% d) 12%

e) Answer not known / 

178. There are 50 students in a class. If 14% are absent on a particular day, find the
number of students present in the class.





a) 42 b) 43 c) 48 d) 47

e) Answer not known / 

179. The number of literate persons in a city increased from 5 lakhs to 8 lakhs in 5

years. What is the percentage of increase?





a) 30% b) 80% c) 60% d) 50%

e) Answer not known / 

180. Ram bought 36 mangoes. 5 mangoes were rotten. What is the percentage of
the mangoes that were rotten?





a) 12.5% b) 13.89% c) 21.5% d) 31.89%

e) Answer not known / 

181. 20% of the total quantity of oil is 40 litres.  Find the total quantity of oil in
litres. (l)



()

a) 100 b) 250 c) 200 d) 150

e) Answer not known / 

Aptitude (25)
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182. 25% of the total  mangoes which are rotten is 1,250. Find the number of good

mangoes.





a) 4250 b) 3750 c) 2550 d) 3650

e) Answer not known / 

183. What percent is 15 paise of  5 rupees 70 paise?



a)
5

5 %
57

b)
36

2 %
57

c)
5

6 %
57

d)
15

7 %
57

e) Answer not known / 

184. A worker receives ` 11,250 as bonus, which is 15% of his annual salary. What is
his monthly salary?





a) ` 8250 b) ` 7350 c) ` 6250 d) ` 5450

e) Answer not known / 

185. In a village 70.5% people are literate. Express it as a decimal.





a) 7.05 b) 70.5 c) 0.705 d) 0.0705

e) Answer not known / 

186. A cricket team won 70 matches during a year and lost 28 matches and no
results for two matches. Find the percentage of matches they won.



        



a) 80% b) 60% c) 70% d) 90%

e) Answer not known / 

187. Kumaran worked 7 months out of the year. What percentage of the year did he

work?





a) 60.1% b) 52.7% c) 58.3% d) 63.5%

e) Answer not known / 
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188. A student earned a grade of 80% on a math test that had 20 problems. How

many problems on this test did the student answer correctly?





a) 18 b) 20 c) 12 d) 16

e) Answer not known / 

189. If a car is sold for `200000 from its original price of  `300000, find the percent-

age for decrease in the value of the car.

``



a) 24% b) 23
1

3
% c) 33 1

3
% d) 25%

e) Answer not known / 

190. There are 5 oranges in a basket of 25 fruit. The percentage of oranges is



a) 5% b) 25% c) 10% d) 20%

e) Answer not known / 

191. 15% of the total number of biscuits in a bottle is 30. The total number of

biscuits is

 



a) 100 b) 150 c) 200 d) 300

e) Answer not known / 

192. If  the price of an article increases from Rs.80 to Rs.100 then the increase in

percentage is



a)
5

%
4

b)
4

%
5

c) 20% d) 25%

e) Answer not known / 
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193. Sixty-Five percent of a number is 21 less than four fifths of that number. What

is the number?



?

a) 140 b) 150 c) 135 d) 120

e) Answer not known / 

194. If y % of x is 50 and z% of y is 25 then the relation between x and z

x y y z x z 

a) x = 2z b) z = 2x c) x = 4z d) z = 4x

e) Answer not known / 

195. If x% of y is equal to z, Then what percent of z is x?

y x% z xz?

a)
2

100

y b)
100

y
c)

100

y
d)

2100

y

e) Answer not known / 

196. If 10% of x is equal to 20% of y then find x : y

x yx : y 

a) 3 : 2 b) 1 : 2 c) 2 : 1 d) 3 : 1

e) Answer not known / 

197.In some quantity of ghee, 60% is pure ghee and 40% is vanaspati. If 10kg of
pure ghee is added, then the strength of vanaspati ghee becomes 20%. The
original quantity was ( in kg)





a) 10 b) 15 c) 20 d) 25

e) Answer not known / 

198.The quantity of water (in ml) needed to reduce 9ml shaving lotion containing
50% alcohol to a lotion containing 30% alcohol, is: (in ml)
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a) 4 b) 5 c) 6 d) 7

e) Answer not known / 

199.A’s salary is 50% more than B’s.How much percent is B’s salary less than A’s?

ABBA

 a) 33% b) 33
1

4
% c) 33

1

3
% d) 33

1

2
%

e) Answer not known / 

200.The population of a town increases 4% annually but is decreased by emigration

annually to the extent of 
1

2
%. What will be the increase percent in 3 years?



1

2
%

a) 9.8   b) 10 c) 10.5 d) 10.8

e) Answer not known / 


